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bstract

A bright, highly efficient blue polymer light-emitting diode is fabricated by spin-coating with multilayer structure. By introducing a liquid buffer
ayer, the dissolution problem is overcome successfully. This general method can be applied to fabricate arbitrary polymer multilayer structure,

n particular the addition of the carrier blocking layers to balance the electron and hole currents and improve the device efficiency. By adding
n electron-blocking layer, the external quantum efficiency for blue emission can be increased to 5.5% (9.1 cd/A) which is even higher than the
heoretical limit of 5%. The luminance reaches 26,530 cd/m2and the Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage (CIE) coordinates is (0.15, 0.23).
urther more the lifetime is increased by three times relative to the single layer device.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Conjugated polymer light-emitting diodes (PLED) attract a
ot of interests due to their easy solution process and potentially
igh-emission efficiency. Therefore it is viewed as the material
or the next generation of flat panel display [1]. One promis-
ng way for display application is using white PLED combined
ith colorfilters. For this purpose highly efficient blue PLED

s a prerequisite, because through energy transfer process one
an achieve white PLED by using the blue emitters as host
nd red/green emitters as dopants [2–4]. Efficient blue PLED
emains a challenge so far partly due to their large band-gap
nd difficulty in charge balance. Many efforts have been made
o improve efficiency by molecular design [5,6] and molecu-
ar weight selection [7]. Recently phosphorescent blue PLED
chieved efficiency as high as 22 cd/A [8], but till now the highest

fficiency for fluorescent blue PLED is around 3 cd/A [9,10]. It
s still far below the blue small-molecular organic light-emitting
iodes (OLED) [11], which take advantages of the multilayer
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tructure for balanced electron and hole currents. The main rea-
on for this efficiency gap is that the solution process itself
auses dissolution between spin-coated layers. Consequently
or PLED the multilayer design is incompatible with the easy
olution process so far. This dilemma unfortunately implies that
he advantage of separating different functions such as charge
njection, charge transport, and light emission into different lay-
rs cannot be used to improve PLED efficiency. Many strategies
ere attempted to overcome the dilemma and make multilayer
LEDs [12–20]. Recently, we introduce a new liquid buffer layer
BL) method [21] which completely prevents the dissolution
etween solution-processed polymer layers and use it to add a
ole blocking layer to the hole-dominated emissive polymers to
mprove the efficiency. In this work we apply this BL method to
dd an electron-blocking layer to the electron-dominated blue
olymers. The efficiency and brightness are several times higher
han the results reported by the Dow Chemical Company.
The material of the BL must be a viscous non-solvent liq-
id with relatively low-boiling point. The protection capability
s directly related to the viscosity. Before depositing the next
olymer layer over an existing soluble polymer surface, the BL
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Fig. 1. (A) Double-layer polymer films fabrication process by inserting an inter-
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s first spin-coated. The next layer is then spun on the top of the
iquid surface of the BL. Because the viscosity of the BL is much
igher than the usual solvent, the next layer will initially float
ver the BL instead of mixing with it. The polymer underneath
s therefore protected by the BL against the solvent of the next
ayer. During the spinning most of the solvent of the next layer
nd part of the liquid BL are evaporated, resulting in a double-
ayer structure with possibly some residue of the BL in between.
he residual BL is removed by baking in vacuum. Therefore,
esides the high viscosity low-boiling point and small-molecule
eight of BL are also important for easy removal by baking. We

ound that 1,2-propylene glycol combines the unique properties
f high viscosity (248 η/mPa s at 0 ◦C, 40.4 η/mPa s at 25 ◦C)
nd low-boiling point (188 ◦C), which are crucial for the protec-
ion and subsequent removal of BL as stated above. Despite
f low-molecular weight (76.095 amu), 1,2-propylene glycol
erives its high viscosity from strong hydrogen bond which for-
unately diminishes with temperature rapidly. Prior to spinning,
,2-propylene glycol is cooled to ensure enough initial viscosity.
he exact optimal temperature depends on the material of layer
, because different polymers have different degrees of adhesion
ith 1,2-propylene glycol. It is generally between 0 and 10 ◦C.
e are not able to measure the steady state thickness of the buffer

iquid during spinning. However it is judged to be at least sev-
ral micron thick considering the high viscosity. Fig. 1(A) shows
he steps of the BL method. This method is used to fabricate a
ilayer blue PLED with layer 1 as the electron-blocking layer
EBL) and layer 2 as the emissive layer (EML). The energy bands
nd carrier recombination are schematically shown in Fig. 1(B).
he method is very easy to apply and does not involve and pro-
ess other than spin-coating and baking. There is no need to
esign and synthesize new functional materials. One can gener-
lly choose the combinations of existing materials with desired
roperties as long as they can be dissolved in some solvent.
ote that alcohols with multiple OH groups have been used as
opants in the poly-(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-(styrene
ulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) anode to improve the conductivity and
evice performance [22,23]. The effect of the buffer liquid like
,2-propylene glycol on our PLED is however independent of
he doping effect since the buffer liquid does not touch the
EDOT:PSS layer at all.

In this work, all the PLED devices were fabricated on
lass substrates with layers which include a PEDOT:PSS layer
n a patterned ITO layer. Before depositing the emissive
ayer, poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(4,4’-(N-(4-sec y-
utylphenyl))diphenylamine)] (TFB with chemical structure
hown in Fig. 2(A); purchased from American Dye Source) are
pin-coated on the PEDOT:PSS layer as an hole-transport layer
HTL) and electron-blocking layer (EBL). LUMATION BP105
electron affinity (EA)/ionization potential (IP) = 3.0/5.8 eV)
rom the Dow Chemical Company is chosen to be the blue poly-
er. BP105 is currently very good blue polymer for PLED. Even

o the electron–hole balance is far from perfect. In single layer

ED the current is dominated by electron current because of

he high electron mobility and large hole injection barrier. Such
mbalance is evidenced by the much smaller hole-only current
han the LED current to be shown in Fig. 2(B). Four kinds of

i
i
e
f

ediate liquid buffer layer (BL) of 1,2 propylene glycol. The liquid BL can be
emoved by baking in vacuum and (B) schematic electronic energy profile for
he double-layer device structure.

evices are made to present the advantage of the buffer method.
he first two are ITO/PEDOT: PSS/TFB/EML/Cathode made by

he BL method and the spin-rinse method [14]. The second two
re ITO/PEDOT: PSS/EML/Cathode made by pure BP105 or
P105:TFB blend (10:1). The ITO substrates are cleaned and the

urfaces are treated by oxygen plasma followed by spin-coating
0 nm of PEDOT:PSS. PEDOT:PSS film is baked at 200 ◦ C for
min in vacuum environment (10−3 Torr). TFB film (30 nm) is

pin-coated on PEDOT:PSS film (1% in xylene) and annealed
t 180 ◦ C in vacuum for 40 min. For the BL method, a 67 nm
P105 film is spin-coated (2% in xylene) over the liquid buffer
overing TFB. The double-layer device is baked at 120 ◦ C for 1 h
n vacuum to remove the residue 1,2-propylene glycol. Since the
ize of 1,2-propylene glycol molecules is about the same as com-
on organic solvents like xylene, there should be no problem

or them to diffuse across the layer 2 polymer during anneal-

ng. In fact any significant residue of 1,2-propylene glycol at the
nterface would be detrimental to the device performance. The
xcellent performance to be discussed below is another evidence
or the complete removal of the buffer liquid. There is no loss
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Fig. 2. The performances of blue PLED: single layer BP105 (solid circle),
double-layer TFB/BP105 with BL process (open circle), spin-rinsed TFB/BP105
(solid triangle), BP105 blending with TFB (open triangle). (A) The current
efficiency. Inset are the EL spectrum and TFB chemical structure and (B) the
luminance. Inset is the current density. Note the current for hole-only BP105
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PLED. The guest polymers are also polyfluorene copolymer
from the LUMATION series of the Dow Chemical Company
with EA/IP = 2.19/4.56 eV for the green and 2.84/5.12 eV for
the red. The concentrations are 1.7 wt% for green and 0.55 wt%
evice (PEDOT/BP105/Al, solid star) is much smaller than the single layer LED
urrent, indicating dominance of electron current without blocking layer.

n the double-layer film thickness compared with the sum of the
wo individual films within the error of thickness measurement.
n other words, the inter-diffusion of the two polymers is less
han the experimental error of the individual thickness, which
s about 5 nm. For the spin-rinsing method, a very thin TFB
ayer (about 10 nm) was achieved by spin-rinsing the TFB layer
ith pure xylene to remove the remaining soluble part. A 67 nm
P105 film is then spin-coated on the spin-rinsed TFB layer and
aked at 120 ◦ C for 40 min in vacuum. For the other devices the
ML films are baked in vacuum for 40 min at 120 ◦C. Finally
ll the devices are coated with LiF/Ca/Al cathode and pack-
ged in the glove box. The film thicknesses are measured by a
osaka ET4000 Surface Profiler. The electroluminescence (EL)

pectra and current–luminance–voltage (I–L–V) characteristics
re measured by a Photo Research PR650 spectrophotometer
ntegrated with Keithley 2400 multi-meter.
Fig. 2 shows the results of the four kinds of blue PLEDs.
is ITO/PEDOT:PSS/BP105/LiF/Ca/Al, B is ITO/PEDOT:

SS/TFB/(BL)/BP105 /LiF/Ca/Al, C is ITO/PEDOT:PSS/spin-
insed TFB/BP105 /LiF/Ca/Al, and D is ITO/PEDOT/BP105:

F
(

tals 158 (2008) 130–134

FB/Ca/Al. B and C have EBL/EML bilayer structure while A
nd D are single layer devices. From the EL spectrum shown in
nset of Fig. 2(A), the emission colors are almost the same in all
evices, indicating TFB only affects carrier transport. Compar-
ng devices A and B, the maximum current efficiency is enhanced
rom 2.7 to as high as 9.1 cd/A by the double-layer structure
sing BL method. The corresponding external quantum effi-
iency (EQE) is enhanced from 1.5 to 5.5%, which is even higher
han the theoretical limit of 5%, indicating the electron and hole
urrents are balanced in the EML. The current does not become
maller, probably due to the emergence of large recombination
urrent occurring in the electron accumulation region near the
FB/BP105 barrier. The maximum luminance is increased from
675 to 26,530 cd/m2. As for device C the efficiency is moder-
tely enhanced from 2.7 to 3.5 cd/A, far behind the dramatic
ase of device B. The spin-rinsed TFB is either too thin to block
he electrons effectively or is re-dissolved by the BP105 solution
nd leaves a mixed area near the PEDOT:PSS and BP105 inter-
ace. In fact the result for device D is very similar to device C,
trongly suggesting the second scenario above. From the above
esults, BL method is far superior than spin-rinsing and blending
or device performance. We believe that this is because a sharp
nterface between two polymers is required for a good device and
uch interface can only be realized by the liquid buffer method
ue to the excellent protection capability. Fig. 3 shows the life-
ime of single layer (A) and bilayer (B) devices. The devices
ere tested at room temperature and ambient pressure under the

ondition of the constant dc current. Initial luminances for the
evices are about 1000 cd/m2. By linear fitting we estimate the
ifetime are 600 min of B device and 200 min of A device. In
ddition to high efficiency the lifetime of the bilayer device is
ncreased by three times. This might be because the TFB layer
revents the degradation of BP105 layer by the acid PEDOT:PSS
24]. Based on the high efficiency blue PLED we introduce green
nd red guest dopants to the blue polymer host to make white
ig. 3. The lifetime of BP105 PLED with TFB (open circle) and without TFB
solid circle).
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Table 1
Performance of PLEDs in this work

Label Maximum current efficiency (cd/A) Maximum EQE (%) Maximum luminance (cd/m2)

BP105(A) 2.7 (at 10 V) 1.50 6,675 (at 11 V)
TFB/BP105(B) 9.1 (at 5.5 V) 5.54 26,530 (at 8 V)
Spin-rinsed TFB/BP105(C) 3.5 (at 8 V) 1.85 21,546 (at 12 V)
BP105:TFB(D) 3.92 (at 7 V) 2.25 21,924 (at 11 V)
White PLED 3.0 (at 10 V) 1.45 5,633 (at 13 V)
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A

FB/White PLED 4.7 (at 10 V)

or red in the host. The film thicknesses of white EML are 55
nd 70 nm with and without TFB layer. Fig. 4 shows the results
f white PLEDs with and without TFB as EBL applied by BL
ethod. The CIE coordinates are (0.29, 0.38) for single layer and

0.27, 0.34) for bilayer white PLED. The maximum luminance
s increased from 5633 to 21,180 cd/m2. The current efficiency
s enhanced from 3.0 to 4.7 cd/A, and the corresponding EQE
rom 1.45 to 2.46%. Table 1 shows the maximum current effi-
iency, its corresponding EQE and maximum luminance of all

he devices.

In conclusion we develop a buffer layer method to fabricate
ll-solution-processed multilayer polymer device. By applying

ig. 4. The performances of white PLED with TFB (open circle) and without
FB (solid circle). (A) The current efficiency. Inset is the EL spectrum and (B)

he luminance. Inset is the current density.
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2.46 21,180 (at 13 V)

his method to add a hole-transport/electron-blocking layer to
alance the electron and hole currents of blue PLED, the effi-
iency is improved to nearly the theoretical limit. This method
an be applied to not only PLED but also other solution-process
ultilayer polymer devices like solar cells which need the inter-

ace to increase the efficiency.
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